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MedImaView™ is a versatile viewer
for medical images in DICOM
format.

MedImaView

With MedImaView anyone can view
medical images on any Windows
computer.
MedImaView is availble as install
version or CD version.
The CD version can be customized
individually for clinics, hospitals,
radiologists, or imaging centers for
passing on to their patients.
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Versatile Viewer for
Medical Images

MedImaView

Main Features
♦Intuitive Windows Graphical User

With MedImaView viewing of medical images
in DICOM (Digital Imaging & Communications
in Medicine) format has become possible on
any Windows computer.

Interface
easy to use, online help at a push of a
button.

♦Multi-Modality Viewer

supports any imaging modality, independent from
manufacturer, all usual formats supported.

♦DICOMDIR Browser

visualize hierarchy between Patients, Studies, Series,
and Images, open by mouse click.

♦Suited as "Viewer on CD"

view images directly from (patient) CDs, customizable
for hospitals or radiologists, requires only few resources.

♦Loading of Images from the Internet

open images via HTTP or FTP, WADO supported.

♦Save as Bitmap or JPEG File

for exporting to independent formats.

♦Print Functionality

for output on any printer.

♦Header Dump

displays detailed header information.

♦Multiframe Support

navigating through images with multiple frames.

♦Scrolling of Series

System Requirements
♦Processor eq. Intel 486/ Pentium I or
better.

♦Microsoft Windows 95/98/ME/NT/2000/
XP/2003/Vista/2008 32 or 64 bit.
♦Memory 16MB of RAM (64MB or more
recommended).
♦3 MB hard disk space (only install version).
♦CD drive (only CD version).

♦VGA or higher resolution monitor.
♦Mouse or other pointing device.
♦No administrator privileges required.

Costs and Fees
MedImaView is free for
♦Private Users (like patients).
♦Education and Research.
♦Trial purposes (usually 30 days).
Customization is subject to a charge.
Please contact us for details.

navigating through images belonging together.

♦Animation, "Cine"

view movies of multiframes or series.

♦Display of Essential Header Data
MedImaView displays images from any modality and provides various tools for navigation,
image manipulation, or output.

information about important patient or image data can
be displayed or hidden.

♦Windowing

change center and width (brightness and contrast) of
images by mouse move.

♦Lookup Tables (LUT)

for displaying images in pseudo-colors.

MedImaView opens images from the file system, DICOM CDs, or the web: one viewer for
multiple purposes.

♦Pixel Lens

The integrated online help simplifies the usage
further.

♦Multi-language Support

display intensity values of selected pixels.

♦Zoom and Pan

with mouse wheel and cursor keys.

currently English or German, other languages possible.
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